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Summary. — Wealth holdings are particularly important in developing economies as they allow
individuals to insure themselves against income shocks in the absence of developed financial mar-
kets. In this paper, we test whether the existence of future social security benefits impacts wealth
holdings by using the 1981 Chilean social security reform. Our estimates are based on the EPS
2004, which contains detailed data on wealth holdings (assets and liabilities) and social security ac-
count balances. By means of different econometric methods, we find no impact of social security on
wealth accumulation, with the exception of poorer individuals. In that case, each additional peso in
social security wealth depresses other types of wealth by almost 0.1 pesos, mainly in regard to real
estate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

People accumulate assets for two main rea-
sons: to smooth consumption over their life cy-
cle and to buffer unexpected income/expense
shocks. In developing economies, wealth accu-
mulation is particularly important as people
usually do not have a large set of instruments
available to insure themselves against income
shocks, contrary to developed economies.

One element that should be considered in the
study of wealth accumulation is the social secu-
rity system. There is some evidence, generally
focusing on developed economies, showing po-
tential negative impacts of the PAYG social
security systems on wealth accumulation. In
that case, social security programs might leave
individuals less protected against income/ex-
pense shocks.

The impact of social security on wealth accu-
mulation is not clear. On the one hand, views in
theories are contradictory. The life cycle model
predicts that larger future benefits to be re-
ceived from the social security system upon
retirement will increase current consumption,
and thus depress savings and asset accumula-
tion. Furthermore, if future social security ben-
202
efits are perceived as good substitute to future
wealth, the impact on current wealth might be
great. Conversely, the dynastic family set-up
predicts that greater social security benefits
are associated with higher future taxes and,
therefore, wealth accumulation does not vary.
On the other hand, the empirical evidence,
which is mainly obtained from developed econ-
omies, is also inconclusive.

The above discussion relates to the ‘‘Pay-as-
you-go’’ (PAYG) social security system, which
is one of the social security designs most used
around the world. However, individual account
(IA) social security systems are becoming a sub-
ject of increasing interest as countries are
switching from PAYG systems to IA systems.
9
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The relation between the IA system and wealth
accumulation is also unclear and this lack of
evidence is a problem faced by policy agents
when analyzing the effects of reforming the
PAYG social security system through a possi-
ble privatization. Thus, evidence on the impact
of the PAYG and IA system on wealth accu-
mulation is currently an important input for
policy makers in developing economies.

In this study, we analyze the impact of the
PAYG system and the IA system on individual
wealth accumulation by providing evidence
from Chile. We focus on Chile because it was
one of the first countries switching from a
PAYG system to an IA system. Furthermore,
the 1981 Chilean social security reform allowed
some individuals to remain affiliated to the old
PAYG system while other individuals switched
to the IA system. Hence, in Chile, individuals
affiliated to the old PAYG system coexist with
individuals affiliated to the IA system. This
characteristic allows us to disentangle the im-
pact of both types of social security on wealth
accumulation by using Chilean micro-data.
On the other hand, we have a rich dataset avail-
able that includes information on an extensive
number of different instruments to accumulate
wealth. While there are a large number of sur-
veys available in Chile since the social security
reform, the particular survey we use is the un-
ique survey containing information both on
the social security system and the wealth accu-
mulation. 1

Initially, we run OLS regressions and later we
provide IV regressions to correct for the poten-
tial self-selection of individuals between social
security systems. Next, we provide estimates
by sources of wealth and later we study how
our results differ by socioeconomic characteris-
tics of individuals.

This paper is developed in the following way:
Section 2 makes a brief review of the theory
and the empirical evidence on the topic. Section
3 discusses the Chilean historical background
while Section 4 discusses the data and the
empirical strategy. Section 5 discusses the re-
sults and Section 6 concludes.
2. PREVIOUS EVIDENCE

Feldstein (1974) inaugurated the debate on
the influence of the PAYG over savings and as-
set accumulation. He focused on a life cycle
model with a PAYG social security system in
which greater future benefits increase current
consumption but depress savings and asset
accumulation. Barro (1974) provided a different
argument and indicated that the social security
system should not have an effect on savings and
wealth because in his Ricardian analysis, great-
er current PAYG benefits are associated with
higher future taxes.

The evidence reported in the literature fo-
cuses on developed economies and is generally
obtained from time series and cross-sections
of countries or household surveys. Feldstein
(1974), using United States aggregate data,
found that the marginal propensity to consume
social security wealth was 2.1%. Hence, savings
were significantly depressed by social security
benefits. The international evidence is quite
mixed. Feldstein (1977, 1980) found negative
impacts of social security on savings. In his
1980 study, he used social security benefits from
twelve industrial countries elaborated by the
United States Social Security Administration
and found a negative impact on the savings rate
of the benefit-to-earnings ratio. However, Bar-
ro and MacDonald (1979) found mixed evi-
dence using an international cross-section of
countries. In their analysis of time series, they
found a positive relationship between aggregate
consumption and social security wealth. How-
ever, using cross-section data, they found a neg-
ative association.

On the other hand, Feldstein and Pellechio
(1979) used the 1963 Survey of Consumer Fi-
nances (SCF) to find a considerable negative
impact of social security wealth. 2 Novos
(1989) provided a sensitivity analysis to Feld-
stein and Pellechio’s approach by excluding
farm operators and by changing the criteria to
assign individuals to percentiles in the income
distribution. In that case, the negative impact
of social security wealth on wealth accumula-
tion is no longer significant. Gullason, Kolluri,
and Panik (1993) provided microeconometric
evidence using data from the 1983 SCF, which
contains more information concerning assets
and liabilities than the 1963 SCF used by Feld-
stein and Pellechio (1979) and Novos (1989).
Their results are similar to the results on Novos
(1989). Gustman and Steinmeier (1999) also
provided evidence of no impact of pensions
on wealth for the United States by using de-
tailed data from the Health and Retirement
Study.

The literature has also examined the effects of
the IA system on wealth accumulation. Kotlik-
off (1995) argued that privatization may have
ambiguous effects. On the one hand, the
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privatization of the system eliminates the redis-
tribution toward current generations and de-
presses aggregate consumption. Yet on the
other hand, income taxation required to finance
the transition from the PAYG to the IA system
increases the price of future consumption and
lowers savings. Feldstein and Samwick (1997)
argued that as the transition is completed, cap-
ital intensity and lifetime income rise, which im-
plies ‘‘that individuals would want to save more
during their working years.’’ Mitchell and Zel-
des (1996) emphasized risk as a mechanism
affecting asset accumulation. If the rate of re-
turn of the privatized system is kept constant,
greater uncertainty increases asset accumula-
tion for precautionary reasons.

There are some papers that have empirically
studied the impact of the pension reform on
the Chilean savings rate 3 (Arrau, 1991; Cifuen-
tes, 2000; Coronado, 2002; Hachette, 1998;
Schmidt-Hebbel, 1998). The study by Hachette
(1998) does not find conclusive evidence of the
impact of the pension reform on private sav-
ings. However, other studies, such as Coronado
(2002), find an important impact on families’
saving rates. Schmidt-Hebbel (1998) surveyed
the evidence on the topic and indicated that
the pension reform might have increased sav-
ings rates between 1.2% and 5.5% of Chilean
GDP. Furthermore, Cifuentes (2000), using a
general equilibrium model with precautionary
savings, showed an increment in the savings
rate between 1.5% and 2.8%. Holzmann
(1997) analyzed the impact of pension reform
on the Chilean economy. He found an impor-
tant impact on the deepening of financial mar-
kets, which had a positive effect on the total
factor productivity and capital stock accumula-
tion.

Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel (2003) pre-
sented a detailed analysis of the macroeco-
nomic impacts of the 1981 pension reform
on the Chilean economy. Cerda (2008) evalu-
ated the social security reform by using a dy-
namic computable general equilibrium model.
Both studies (Cerda (2008); Corbo &
Schmidt-Hebbel, 2003) found significant mac-
roeconomic impacts, especially on the capital
market. Corbo and Schmidt-Hebbel showed
positive impacts of the pension reform on
the Chilean economy by three different chan-
nels: (1) savings, (2) job market, and (3) im-
pact on total factor productivity. They
found an increase in national savings between
0.7% and 4.5% of GDP while formal employ-
ment rose between 3.2% and 7.6% and infor-
mal employment decreased approximately 1%.
The impact on total factor productivity is
approximately 0.2% on average during 1980–
2001. As a result of these positive impacts,
the Chilean GDP might have increased be-
tween 1.9% and 9.8% in 2001.

In summary, there is still no clear evidence on
the hypothesis concerning social security wealth
and wealth accumulation. Furthermore, the
analysis has mainly focused on developed econ-
omies. This paper will study the case of a devel-
oping economy (Chile) and it will provide
evidence for individuals affiliated to the IA sys-
tem and the PAYG system.
3. THE CHILEAN SOCIAL SECURITY
SYSTEM

Chile implemented a PAYG social security
system in 1925. The system became unsustain-
able and it was replaced in 1981 by an individ-
ual account system. The new system was
obligatory for individuals entering the work
force after 1981 while individuals already work-
ing as of May 1981 had the choice of remaining
in the old PAYG system or switching to the
new IA system. In the IA system, individuals
contribute to their individual private accounts
and debit benefits from these funds upon retire-
ment. 4 The new IA system requires additions
equal to 10% of payroll income. These funds
are managed by one of approximately six pri-
vate corporations called ‘‘Administradoras de
Fondos de Pensiones’’ (AFPs), which also pro-
vide death and disability insurance. Those cor-
porations invest these contributions and
individuals pay commissions for the adminis-
tration of the funds. Individuals may choose
the AFP to which they affiliate and they can
switch among AFPs as they wish. However,
individuals cannot distribute their contribu-
tions among different AFPs.

One of the characteristics of the private sys-
tem has been the large and highly variable rate
of return on the AFPs’ investments. Since the
implementation of the system in mid-1981
through 2006, the average rate of return was
10.3%, with a standard deviation of 8.2%.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the return in
the period 1981–2006. 5 The standard deviation
of the rate of return among different AFPs is
quite small, ranging from 0.11% in 2000 to
2.38% in 1982. It should be noted that the bal-
ance in an individual’s social security account
depends on the individual’s contributions, rates
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Figure 1. AFP rate of return, %, 1981–2006.
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of return, and commissions paid to the AFP.
There are two types of commissions: (1) a fixed
commission, regardless of the individual contri-
bution or balance; and (2) a proportional com-
mission based on an individual’s contribution.
Both commissions may vary among AFPs.

The government successfully facilitated the
transition to the new system by (1) reducing
contributions to the new IA to 10% of payroll
taxes (while individuals in the PAYG system
paid at a higher rate), (2) issuing government
recognition bonds to workers who had accrued
benefits under the old system and decided to
switch to the new system, and (3) giving work-
ers the option of remaining with the old system
or participating in the new system.

Individuals enrolled in the PAYG system
might have been affiliated before the 1981 social
security reform to any of four main institutions:
the Social Security Administration (SSA), the
Private Worker Pension Administration
(PRWPA), the Public Worker Pension Admin-
istration (PUWPA), and the Armed Forces
Pension Administration (AAFFPA). Some
other institutions existed, but they were smaller
in size than those cited above. The SSA man-
aged the pension funds of blue-collar workers
in the private sector. Individuals who remained
affiliated to the SSA currently pay an 18.84%
social security tax. The PRWPA manages the
funds of white-collar workers in the private sec-
tor and taxes affiliates at a rate of 21.84%. The
PUWPA encompasses the majority of public
sector workers and taxes affiliates at a rate of
18.62%. Finally, the contributors to the AAFF-
PA are all individuals working in the armed
forces.

Those taxes were quite high compared to the
tax rate faced by an individual affiliated to the
new individual account system. In fact, individ-
uals in the IA system pay only 10% of their sal-
ary as a social security tax. This tax differential
and the subsequent increase in disposable in-
come for those individuals switching to the
new system may had been very influential in
the overall switching from the old to the new
system.

In the PAYG system, pensions are deter-
mined as a fraction of salary earned during
the last years before retirement, usually the last
5 years. The incentives to remain in the old sys-
tem are linked to the level of compensation re-
ceived from the institution to which they were
affiliated. If we compare the level of pensions
in the four main institutions in the PAYG sys-
tem, we find that in 1980, the average pensioner
of the SSA received 46% of the average Chilean
pension while individuals affiliated to the
PRWPA received 77% of the average and indi-
viduals affiliated to the PUWPA received 148%
of the average. In the case of the Armed Forces
Pension Administration, the benefit was 350%
of the average Chilean pension. 6 This differ-
ence in the level of pension may have also
had an impact on the decision to switch to
the new pension system.
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4. THE DATA AND THE EMPIRICAL
STRATEGY

(a) The empirical strategy

The literature generally focuses on a life cycle
model when analyzing the effects that the social
security system has on asset accumulation. The
usual specification in the literature is the fol-
lowing:

A ¼ b0SSW þ Xaþ u: ð1Þ

In this paper, the variable A denotes net
assets (assets minus debts) while SSW denotes
the expected present value of benefits from
the social security system (PAYG or private
account). The matrix X is a set of other vari-
ables that may influence wealth accumulation
decisions, such as permanent income and life-
cycle variables while u is a well-behaved error
term with a zero mean. Theory indicates
b0 6 0, as social security may decrease savings
in a life-cycle context. The above specification
is easily obtained on a life-cycle model under
assumptions such as time-additive preferences
and quadratic utility functions. Similar specifi-
cations can be found in Feldstein and Pellechio
(1979) and Diamond and Hausman (1984),
among others.

The empirical strategy followed in this paper
will be a switching regression model since indi-
viduals have two different options: (1) affilia-
tion to the IA social security system and (2)
affiliation to the PAYG system. In fact, it could
be the case that the saving behavior varies un-
der these two different systems. The switching
regression model will allow us to explore this
possibility. The general specification of the
econometric model will be the following:

I�1 ¼ 1ðIAÞ ¼ 1ðZ1c1 > e1Þ ð2Þ
AIA ¼ bIA

0 SSW þ Xaþ u; . . . if . . . I�1 ¼; 1 ð3Þ
APG ¼ bPG

0 SSW þ Xaþ u; . . . if . . . I�1 ¼ 0; ð4Þ
where 1(•) is an indicator function equal to one
if the enclosed statement is true and zero other-
wise while Z1 are variables determining the
affiliation to the IA social security system.
The error term e1 is an unobservable compo-
nent that affects the decision process. Eqns.
(3) and (4) present similar specifications, but
Eqn. (4) indicates the behavior under the IA
system while Eqn. (3) indicates behavior on
the PAYG system. The superscripts IA and
PG denote IA system and PAYG, respectively.
The specification indicated by Eqns. (2)–(4)
can be combined in the following way:

A ¼ AIAðI�1Þ þ APGð1� I�1Þ; ð5Þ
or

A ¼ Xaþ bPG
0 ðSSW Þ þ ðbIA

0 � bPG
0 ÞðI�1SSW Þ þ u;

ð6Þ
where (I�1SSW ) is a variable that includes the
present value of social security benefits if the
individual is affiliated to the IA system and zero
otherwise while A and SSW represent wealth
and the present value of benefits in any social
security system.

Note that to obtain consistent estimates, we
require that the covariance between the right-
hand side variables in (6) and the error term
be zero. However, those conditions may possi-
bly not hold, as the individuals may self-select
between social security systems based on indi-
vidual unobservable variables that might affect
wealth accumulation and social security affilia-
tion, thus cov(I�1SSW ; uÞ–0.

To avoid the inconsistency problem, we will
use an exogenous instrument based on the reg-
ulations established by the 1981 social security
reform law. The 1981 reform law requires indi-
viduals entering the labor force for the first time
after 1981 (the year of the reform) to affiliate to
the IA system. It follows that an individual in
that group is likely to be affiliated to the IA sys-
tem and since those individuals were exoge-
nously allocated to the IA system, we assure
no interaction between social security affiliation
and unobservable characteristics that could af-
fect wealth accumulation.

(b) The data

The dataset used in this paper is the 2004
EPS (‘‘Encuesta de Protección Social’’ or Social
Protection Survey). 7 The survey was taken
during the years 2004 and 2005. It is a represen-
tative survey of the Chilean population of indi-
viduals aged at least 18 in December 2003. The
EPS is the first longitudinal dataset available in
Chile. The first wave of the survey was taken in
2002. The 2004 EPS is the second wave of the
panel. The survey has detailed sections on
social security (information on elderly, health,
disability, etc.), demographics, education,
employment and job income, plus a section
on assets, liabilities, and expenditures. The
reason we focus on the 2004 EPS rather than
using the complete panel is that the section on
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assets and liabilities is available only in the 2004
wave.

The section concerning an individual’s as-
sets and liabilities includes information on
(1) characteristics of houses and other real es-
tate owned by individuals; (2) durable goods
such as cars, TVs, computers, and micro-
waves; (3) financial assets such as bank depos-
its, mutual fund investments, stocks, and
other similar financial assets as well as infor-
mation on real assets used in family busi-
nesses, such as machinery, land, cattle, or
any other similar type of asset; and (4) owner-
ship and partnership in others’ businesses. To
obtain a complete picture of the individual’s
net financial position, the survey also contains
information on different types of debts, such
as commercial bank loans, credit cards from
banks or other businesses (stores), educational
loans, or other debts that might include infor-
mal debts with other family members or ille-
gal moneylenders. Each of the categories
includes the current value of the assets or
debts. 8

In the case of assets, and specifically in the
case of real estate and household residency,
the survey contains information about the cur-
rent value of the real estate and information
on whether the property is fully or partially
paid up, and in the latter case the amount of
the remaining debt to be paid. As to vehicles
(cars, motor cycles, trucks, etc.), the survey
provides information on the number and the
value of those vehicles. Similar information
is provided on the real assets in the family
business. Like in the case of real estate, the
survey indicates if there is debt still owed on
these assets. Therefore, we compute the net
wealth as

W i ¼
X

j
ðV i

j � Di
jÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Real estates

þ
X

k
FAi

k � FDi
k

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Net financial wealth

þ
X

l
Ci

l � CDi
l

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Net vehicles

þ
X

m
BV i

m|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Business

þ
X

n
BAi

n � DBAi
n

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
real assets in family business

where V i
j is the value of real estate, Di

j is the
associated debt, FAi

k is the value of financial
assets, FDi

k is the value of financial debts, Ci
l

is the value of vehicles, CDi
l is the value of debts

on vehicles, BV i
m is the value of ownership and

partnership in others’ businesses while BAi
n is

the value of real assets in the family business,
and DBAi
n is the value of the remaining debt

for these items. The sum totals indicate that
there are multiple items in each category. In
the definition of wealth, we did not include con-
sumer durables, such as microwaves, and TVs,
because these goods are generally more related
to consumption flow than to wealth holdings.

The survey also contains information on
household expenditures. In particular, we have
information on expenditures such as (1) food,
(2) clothing, (3) utilities, and (4) domestic ser-
vices, that is, the overall average cost of a
full-time maid/cook, which includes wages plus
social security insurance and transportation
costs. As consumption is directly related to per-
manent income and permanent income might
be one of the variables determining wealth
accumulation, we use these expenditure data
as a proxy for permanent income in our regres-
sion.

In addition, the survey provides information
about the social security system to which each
individual is affiliated 9 plus other characteris-
tics concerning social security, such as pay-
ments and benefits obtained from the social
security system. We describe next the way we
compute social security wealth in both the IA
and the PAYG systems.

The variable containing the present value of
the social security benefits (SSW) is con-
structed using three pieces of information.
Firstly, one of the questions of the survey pro-
vides information concerning the type of social
security to which each individual is affiliated.
Secondly, the survey provides data on retire-
ment income for individuals affiliated to the
PAYG system. Thirdly, the survey provides
information on the balance in the individual
account that an individual has, if affiliated to
the IA system.

If the individual is affiliated to the IA system,
we use the balance in the IA social security
account as a direct measure of social security
wealth. In fact, the individual will receive upon
retirement the balance of his social security
account to purchase an annuity that acts as
social security income. Note that the balance
on the IA account differs considerably across
individuals due to differences in individuals’
employment rate, differences in wage rates,
AFP administration costs, or AFP rates of
return. The heterogeneity of these variables is
summarized in the individual’s social security
account.

To compute the present value of the benefits
in the PAYG, we use the characteristic that
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benefits in the PAYG system are related to a
replacement-ratio rule, which is not necessarily
based upon past contributions. In this case, we
estimate a reduced form equation of pension
benefits of retired individuals affiliated to the
PAYG social security system as a function of
age, age squared, schooling, and demographic
variables. This equation is similar to a Mincer
equation in which pension benefits are the
left-hand side variable. Using this estimation,
we project the life-cycle retirement income pro-
file for individuals affiliated to the PAYG sys-
tem by varying age, from 60 to 80 in the case
of women and 65 to 80 in the case of men. 10

To construct expected PAYG social security
wealth, we also consider the survival probabil-
ity of individuals. To do so, we use information
on the survey plus information on national life
tables in Chile. We proceed as follows. The
survey asks each individual her perceived odds
of reaching age 65. Furthermore, for both men
and women we have available life tables
from the Instituto Nacional de Estadı́sticas
(2004)—National Institute of Statistics, INE—
for the period 2001–02. 11 These life tables pro-
vide the probability that a female (male) who
has reached age t will reach age t + k, k > 0.
For each individual, we construct the survival
probability to age m > 65 (60 in the case of
women) by multiplying each individual’s per-
ceived likelihood of reaching the age of 65 by
the survival probability between age 65 and m
obtained from the Chilean life tables. There-
fore, the survival probability from current
age, j, to age m > 65, is constructed as follows:

Sm
j ¼ S65

j Sm
65;

where S65
j is obtained from the survey and Sm

65 is
obtained from the national life tables. Finally,
we compute the expected present value of
PAYG benefits by using a 5% discount rate.
Thus, the present value benefits of PAYG sys-
tem for the ith individual are computed as

BPAYGi ¼

P80

t¼60

ŷR;i
t

ð1þrÞt St
j women;

P80

t¼65

ŷR;i
t

ð1þrÞt St
j men;

8>>><
>>>:

where ŷR;i
t is the projected level of benefits re-

ceived by the ith individual at t and St
j is the

survival probability of reaching age t condi-
tional to the individual’s current age, j. 12

Hence, we construct the social security benefit
variable as
SSW ¼

BIA; individual affiliated to

the IA system

BPAYG; individual affiliated to

the PAYG system

8>>>><
>>>>:

I�1SSW ¼

BIA; individual affiliated to

the IA system

0; individual affiliated to

the PAYG system;

8>>>><
>>>>:

where BIA is the balance of the individual ac-
count in the IA system.

Tables 1 and 2 provide summary statistics of
the dataset. The data contain approximately
5850 observations corresponding to individuals
answering the set of questions we require, that
is, individuals with missing data on the ques-
tions in which we are interested were excluded
from the empirical analysis. The data are mea-
sured in Chilean pesos as of 2004. As can be
seen in the table, there is a great heterogeneity
among assets and debts, with real estate being
the major asset holdings and credit cards and
bank loans being the major sources of debt.
To get an idea of the magnitude of the data,
note that an individual’s average job income
(from his primary job) is approximately
$186,000 pesos per month. 13 Therefore, the
average value of real estate (houses) corre-
sponds to approximately 56 months of average
employment income while credit card debts
correspond to 1 month of average job income
and bank consumer loans correspond to almost
1.1 months of job income. When added up, the
mean of debt corresponds to almost 3.4 months
of average job income.

The value of financial assets represents, on
average, almost 20% of the mean value of real
estate and vehicles. Financial assets include
savings to purchase a house (savings in
‘‘Administradora de Fondos de Vivienda’’
(AFV, which stands for Housing Fund Admin-
istrator), voluntary pension savings (savings in
‘‘Ahorro Previsional Voluntario’’ or APV,
and savings in a second account in the AFP),
bank saving accounts and deposits, mutual
funds, stocks and bonds and other loans,
including loans to third parties. Note that vol-
untary pension savings are quite small as they
represent only 0.5% of the mean value of real
estate and vehicles, that is, there is almost no
voluntary pension savings. Finally, note that
the average social security wealth in IA is quite



Table 1. Summary statistics, assets and debts

Variable Obs. Mean Standard deviation Min. Max.

Assets

Real estate and vehicles

Real estate, $ (house) 5,778 10,400,000 19,800,000 �33,800,00 600,000,000
Fraction paid 5,850 0.9034884 0. 2345501 0 1
Other real estate, $ 5,850 1,552,214 11,300,000 0 50,000,000
Remaining debt on other real estate 5,850 194,780 2,045,181 0 5,000,000
Cars, $ 5,850 1,416,922 32,900,000 0 180,000,000
Motorcycle, $ 5,850 3,760 60,320 0 2,000,000
Other vehicles, $ 5,850 242,025 17,070,000 0 1,300,000,000

Financial assets

Banking savings to purchase a house 5,850 54,575 479,057 0 23,000,000
Savings in AFV 5,850 19,020 654,254 0 40,000,000
Additional pension savings, $ 5,850 32,719 932,260 0 56,000,000
Savings AFP (2nd account) 5,850 26,580 1,092,743 0 80,000,000
Banking savings account, $ 5,850 2,361,925 147,800,000 0 11,000,000,000
Bank deposits, $ 5,850 19,816 389,246 0 17,000,000
Mutual funds, $ 5,850 29,064 660,129 0 30,000,000
Bonds and stocks, $ 5,850 44,397 1,422,778 0 90,000,000
Loans to third parties 5,850 1,543 67,879 0 5,000,000
Other savings (cash, dollars, etc.) 5,850 7,040 155,341 0 8,000,000

Real assets (net of debt)

Machinery 5,850 13,396 318,371 0 19,000,000
Land 5,850 387,453 7,589,514 �9,000,000 350,000,000
Cattle 5,850 13,851 374,134 0 25,000,000
Others 5,850 4,119 264,174 0 20,000,000
Value of commercial business, $ 5,850 133,642 4,481,649 �4,000,000 300,000,000

Debts

Bank credit cards, $ 5,850 �33,755 284,063 �10,000,000 0
Bank credit line, $ 5,850 �49,133 503,566 �20,000,000 0
Other credit cards (stores), $ 5,850 �141,225 424,803 �16,000,000 0
Banking loans (consumption), $ 5,850 �201,734 1,585,054 �60,000,000 0
Other loans (consumption), $ 5,850 �67,871 423,562 �10,000,000 0
Other loans (car financing), $ 5,850 �13,629 231,034 �8,500,000 0
Loans (social organizations), $ 5,850 �9,387 142,106 �7,000,000 0
Educational debts, $ 5,850 �73,160 567,042 �10,000,000 0
Loans from family or friends 5,850 �3,749 60,421 �2,000,000 0
Loans from illegal brokers, $ 5,850 �550 19,050 �1,000,000 0
Other debts 5,850 �22,415 369,030 �18,000,000 0

Source: Own calculations.
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high as it represents almost 90% of average net
assets (assets minus debts) while average social
security wealth in the PAYG system represents
just 16% of average net assets.
5. THE RESULTS

Table 3 reports our initial OLS estimates of
Eqn. (6). The baseline specification includes
control consumption variables as well as other
demographic variables, such as schooling, the
size of the household (and other variables
including a dummy variable for females, a
dummy variable for married individuals, a
dummy variable for widowed individuals, and
a dummy variable for broken households). It
also includes job income from the primary
and secondary job plus job characteristics,
subsidies and other sources of income and
cohort effects. The inclusion of the additional
variables like job characteristics is motivated
by the fact that individuals in a permanent
job may have less incentive to accumulate



Table 2. Summary statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Standard deviation Min. Max.

Net assets (assets-debts) 5,778 14,600,000 159,000,000 �218,000,000 11,000,000,000
Demographics

Age 5850 40.19 11.71 16 80
Survival probability
of reaching age 65

5603 82.65 23.63 0 100

1 year of education 5850 0.002 0.047 0 1
2 years of education 5850 0.008 0.090 0 1
3 years of education 5850 0.041 0.20 0 1
4 years of education 5850 0.206 0.404 0 1
5 years of education 5850 0.0008 0.292 0 1
6 years of education 5850 0.0309 0.173 0 1
7 years of education 5850 0.297 0.457 0 1
8 years of education 5850 0.015 0.123 0 1
9 years of education 5850 0.152 0.359 0 1
10 years of education 5850 0.038 0.193 0 1
11 years of education 5850 0.068 0.252 0 1
12 (and more) years of education 5850 0.125 0.331 0 1

Labor income

Annual labor income (primary job) 5850 2,836,612 2,740,145 0 60,000,000
Annual labor income (second job) 5850 111,703 951,941 0 39,600,000

Social security

Social security wealth 5850 12,700,000 329,000,000 0 25,000,000,000
Social security wealth—PAYG 5850 2,147,027 15,400,000 0 310,000,000
Social security wealth—IA 5850 10,300,000 329,000,000 0 25,000,000,000
In labor force in 1981 or before 5850 0.045 0.206 0 1
PAYG affiliation 5850 0.036 0.192 0 1

Other sources of income and expenditure

Government subsidies to families 5850 108 1,608 0 80,000
Food expenditure (annual) 5850 112,858 1,179,327 0 90,000,000
Clothing expenditure (annual) 5850 18,276 33,103 0 15,000,000
Expenditure on utilities (annual) 5850 42,031 39,569 0 15,000,000
Expenditure on domestic services
(annual)

5850 24,902 37,699 0 12,000,000

Source: Own calculations.
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assets than individuals in a temporary job as
they face less uncertainty in their job income
flows. Similarly, other sources of income
(including subsidies) may act as insurance in
the case of a negative job income shock.

In Table 3, we report initially regressions
using net assets as the dependent variable and
later, we use the components of net assets as
the dependent variable. In that case, we focus
on real estate, cars, financial assets (savings,
bonds, stocks, mutual funds, etc. See Table
2), family business, and total debts. The esti-
mates of SSW and I�1SSW are not significant
in the estimates with the exception of debt,
for example, in general, we cannot reject the
hypothesis that social security wealth does not
impact wealth accumulation. This result holds
true for both the PAYG social security system
and the IA system.

There are other results. Firstly, the consump-
tion variables are generally positive and signif-
icant, indicating a positive and significant effect
of permanent income on asset accumulation
Secondly, the coefficients for job income are
positive and significant, indicating that part of
positive shocks on current job income are
saved, producing greater wealth accumulation.
This result is consistent with the abundant evi-
dence reported in the consumption literature—
see Deaton (1991)—in which both wealth and
consumption react to current income in the
presence of borrowing constraints.



Table 3. Impact of social security wealth on wealth accumulation, OLS regressions

Variable Real estate Cars Family business Capital goods Debts

Fraction of assets, % 84.0 7.35 0.3 5.02 63.02

Dependent variable Net assets Net assets Real estate Cars Family Business Capital goods Debts

SSW �.0084008 �.010027 .0019884 �.0060448 . 0011574 �.0164551 �.003282**

(�0.31) (�0.41) (0.11) (�1.23) (0.64) (�1.55) (�2.49)
I�1 SSW .0082881 .0072505 �.0022237 .0058818 �.0011858 .0142486 .0034149**

(0.30) (0.30) (�0.12) (1.22) (�0.65) (1.53) (2.60)
Food expenditure .6320688** .6890699** .8008981** �.0614877 .0061236 �.0471731 �.0025753

(3.66) (4.45) (13.7) (�1.09) (0.58) (�0.49) (�0.55)
Expenditure on clothing 26.84264 35.11208 27.81656 �8.532201 �5.295026 19.87816 �.1557822

(0.69) (0.95) (1.49) (�0.89) (�1.19) (0.75) (�0.15)
Expenditure on utilities 18.74761 7.673368 62.13645** �7.393882 �2.399348 �31.1412 2.368208**

(0.54) (0.22) (3.16) (�0.86) (�1.01) (�1.34) (2.13)
Expenditure on domestic services 25.70771** 19.8498** 13.42105** .164975 .7750382 1.024039 .398192*

(2.68) (2.78) (2.89) (0.15) (1.28) (0.81) (1.74)
Labor income (primary job) 4.217382** 3.037848** 1.107749** .498295** .0990744 .7414616 .1063393**

(4.15) (3.61) (2.30) (3.82) (0.92) (1.49) (2.88)
Labor income (secondary job) 3.754727 2.675995 .3640682 �.1155452 .3200545 �.4531229 .0067658

(1.15) (0.93) (0.26) (�0.76) (0.84) (�1.33) (0.17)
Demographics YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Education YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Job characteristics YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Cohort effect NO YES YES YES YES YES YES
Subsidies and other income NO YES YES YES YES YES YES
Impact of PAYG SSW �.0084008 �.010027 .0019884 �.0060448 . 0011574 �.0164551 �.003282**

(�0.31) (�0.41) (0.11) (�1.23) (0.64) (�1.55) (�2.49)
Impact of IA SSW �0.0001127 �0.0027765 �0.0002353 �0, 000163 �0.0000284 �0.002206 0.0001329**

Prob. F-Stat. (0.72) (0.15) (0.19) (0.68) (0.42) (0.21) (0.00)
Observations 5778 5778 5778 5850 5850 5850 5850
R2 0.02 0.06 0.37 0.20 0.28 0.01 0.11

Source: Own calculations. Note 1 (Æ) defines an indicator function equal to one when the enclosed text is true. T-test in parentheses. The notes ** and * indicate
significance at 5% and 10%, respectively. The coefficient on ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ is constructed by adding up the estimates bPG

0 and ðbIA
0 � bPG

0 Þ. The ‘‘Prob F-Stat’’
corresponds to the null hypothesis ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ being zero.
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Table 4. Impact of social security wealth on wealth accumulation, IV regressions

First step: social security wealth in IA system

1 (Exogenously allocated IA) 5.12e+07** 5.12e+07** 5.12e+07** 5.12e+07** 5.12e+07** 5.12e+07*

(14.6) (14.6) (14.6) (14.6) (14.6) (14.6)
Dependent variable Net assets Real estate Cars Financial assets Family business Debts

Second step

SSW �.0853962** �.0391674 �.0236744* �.0202284 .0027327 �.0009962
(�2.13) (�1.39) (�1.82) (�1.11) (0.89) (�0.37)

I�1 SSW .0827799** .0390195 .0235488* .0180299 �.0027645 .0011238
(2.09) (1.38) (1.82) (1.05) (�0.90) (0.41)

Food expenditure .6891914** .8009645** �.0614743 �.0471703 .0061224 �.002577
(4.45) (13.72) (�1.09) (�0.49) (0.58) (�0.55)

Expenditure on clothing 34.98969 27.74972 �8.582784 19.86733 �5.290506 �.1492224
(0.95) (1.49) (�0.90) (0.75) (�1.19) (�0.15)

Expenditure on utilities 7.490607 62.03665** �7.428439 �31.1486 �2.39626 2.37269**

(0.22) (3.16) (�0.87) (�1.34) (�1.01) (2.13)
Expenditure on domestic services 19.73862** 13.36034** .1409869 1.018905 .7771817 .4013029*

(2.77) (2.88) (0.13) (0.80) (1.29) (1.76)
Labor income (primary job) 3.035714** 1.106584** .4973377** .7412567 .09916 .1064635**

(3.60) (2.30) (3.81) (1.49) (0.93) (2.88)
Labor income (secondary job) 2.670616 .3611314 �.1164277 �.4533117 .3201334 .0068802

(0.93) (0.25) (�0.77) (�1.33) (0.84) (0.17)
Demographics YES YES YES YES YES YES
Education YES YES YES YES YES YES
Job characteristics YES YES YES YES YES YES
Cohort effect YES YES YES YES YES YES
Subsidies and other income YES YES YES YES YES YES
Impact of PAYG SSW �.0853962** � .0391674 �.0236744* �.0202284 .0027327 �.0009962

(�2.13) (�1.39) (�1.82) (�1.11) (0.89) (�0.37)
Impact of IA SSW �0.0026163 �0.0001479 �0.0001256 �0.0021985 �3.18E�05 0.0001276**

Prob. F-Stat. 0.18 0.57 0.75 0.21 0.42 0.00
Observations 5778 5778 5850 5850 5850 5850
R2 0.06 0.36 0.19 0.01 0.28 0.11
Prob-F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Source: Own calculations. The note 1 (Æ) defines an indicator function equal to one when the enclosed text is true. T-test in parentheses. The notes ** and * indicate
significance at 5% and 10%, respectively. The coefficient on ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ is constructed by adding up the estimates bPG

0 and ðbIA
0 � bPG

0 Þ. The ‘‘Prob F-Stat’’
corresponds to the null hypothesis ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ being zero.
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Table 4 provides estimates when we use the
IV approach to correct potential self-selection
between social security systems. As discussed
above, we use the instrument of the set of indi-
viduals exogenously allocated to the IA system,
for example, individuals who had not yet
entered the work force for the first time at the
time of the social security reform. As can be
seen in the table, the instrument is highly signif-
icant and positive, as expected, as individuals
entering the work force after 1981 are obligated
to affiliate to the IA system.

When we use the IV procedure, the PAYG
social security wealth shows a negative impact
on wealth accumulation at a 10% confidence
rate. As can be seen at the bottom of the table,
the coefficient on the impact of the IA system is
Table 5. Impact of social security wealth

Method OLS OLS
Education Primary Secondary

SSW �.098704** .0229317
(�2.19) (0.75)

I�1 SSW �.1781205 �.024732
(�1.07) (�0.79)

Food expenditure 13.24759 37.49501
(1.44) (1.25)

Expenditure on clothing �26.4307 100.4461
(�0.30) (1.02)

Expenditure on utilities 123.2062** �55.45117
(2.30) (�0.82)

Expenditure on domestic
services

�57.65391
(�1.06)

38.52214**

(2.97)
Labor income (primary job) 5.714477** 4.434803

(8.55) (1.37)
Labor income (secondary job) 17.62391 2.498964

(1.50) (1.05)
Demographics YES YES
Education YES YES
Job characteristics YES YES
Cohort effect YES YES
Subsidies and other income YES YES
Impact of PAYG SSW �.098704** .0229317

(�2.19) (0.75)
Impact of IA SSW �0.2768245 �0.001800
Prob F-Stat 0.40 0.78
Observations 305 3112
R2 0.55 0.11
Prob-F 0.000 0.000

Source: Own calculations. The note 1 (Æ) defines an indicato
test in parentheses. The note **indicates significance at 5%. T
adding up the estimates bPG

0 and ðbIA
0 � bPG

0 Þ. The ‘‘Prob F-
SSW’’ being zero.
insignificant. Furthermore, as we broke down
assets into component parts, we found that
the PAYG social security impacts wealth nega-
tively in terms of real estate and cars, the coef-
ficient being significant at a 5% confidence rate
in the case of cars. Note that similar to the re-
sult reported in the case of net assets, the IA so-
cial security has no impact on wealth
accumulation. The coefficient of the impact of
PAYG on net assets is approximately �0.08.
Thus, since social security wealth represents
13 million pesos on average, an individual hold-
ing the average social security wealth would de-
press wealth holdings by almost 1.1 million,
which represents a 7% average wealth and half
of the average annual job income from a pri-
mary job, as reported in Table 2. We must be
on wealth accumulation, by education

OLS IV IV IV
Tertiary Primary Secondary Tertiary

.0120978 �.130698** �.0293277 �.0141597
(0.28) (�2.39) (�0.65) (�0.20)

�.0155146 .3249314 .0310201 .0107689
(�0.37) (0.76) (0.67) (0.15)

.4602467 15.31101 37.34298 .4611332
(1.40) (1.57) (1.25) (1.41)

2.88572 �9.443368 101.07 2.667263
(0.15) (�0.11) (1.02) (0.14)

39.76168 124.9311** �55.97136 39.73349
(0.98) (2.30) (�0.83) (0.98)

18.73544**

(2.80)
�73.48157

(�1.34)
38.46817**

(2.97)
18.68608**

(2.79)
1.998662** 4.924015** 4.428484 2.000056**

(3.14) (4.77) (1.37) (3.14)
�.9322938 16.84447 2.495881 �.939897

(�0.48) (1.50) (1.05) (�0.49)
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES

.0120978 �.130698** �.0293277 �.0141597
(0.28) (�2.39) (�0.65) (�0.20)

3 �0.0034168 0.1942334 0.0016924 �0.0033908
0.24 0.63 0.78 0.24
2361 305 3112 2361
0.17 0.53 0.06 0.16
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

r function equal to one when the enclosed text is true. T-
he coefficient on ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ is constructed by

Stat’’ corresponds to the null hypothesis ‘‘Impact of IA
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cautious with the result because the significance
of the coefficient remains firm only at 10%.
However, the coefficient for cars is highly sig-
nificant. The coefficients for other variables
are similar to the ones reported in Table 3.

To check the robustness of our results, we
decided to obtain estimates by socioeconomic
groups. We used education as a proxy of a
socioeconomic group. We separated our sample
into three main groups: (i) individuals with pri-
mary education, (ii) individuals with secondary
education, and (iii) individuals with tertiary
education. Table 5 provides the results. Break-
ing down these groups is quite useful. In fact,
note that like above, the impact of the IA sys-
tem is insignificant in the three cases. However,
there are clear differences among groups con-
Table 6. Impact of social security wealth on wealth accumu
primary ed

Second step: social security wealth

Dependent variable Real estate Car

SSW �.1118112** .0097
(�2.80) (1.0

I�1 SSW .3536639 �.1354
(1.17) (�1.0

Food expenditure 12.80718* .3111
(1.81) (0.2

Expenditure on clothing �22.60174 3.668
(�0.37) (0.3

Expenditure on utilities 132.8742** .8428
(3.14) (0.0

Expenditure on domestic services �100.5595** 6.701
(�2.38) (0.8

Labor income (primary job) 4.686251** .49255
(5.90) (1.8

Labor income (secondary job) 13.45792 .0207
(1.58) (0.0

Demographics YES YE
Education YES YE
Job characteristics YES YE
Cohort effect YES YE
Subsidies and other income YES YE
Impact of PAYG SSW �.1118112** .0097

(�2.80) (1.0
Impact of IA SSW 0.2418527 �0.125
Prob F-Stat 0.39 0.2
Observations 305 305
R2 0.63 0.1
Prob-F 0.000 0.00

Source: Own calculations. The note 1 (Æ) defines an indicato
test in parentheses. The notes ** and * indicate significance a
IA SSW’’ is constructed by adding up the estimates bPG

0 and
hypothesis ‘‘Impact of IA SSW’’ being zero.
cerning the impact of PAYG wealth on net
assets. This variable impacts only in the group
of less educated individuals. Further note that
the coefficient is higher (in absolute value) than
the one obtained in Table 4 and also, in this
case, it is highly significant. The coefficient indi-
cates that in this specific group, for each peso in
PAYG wealth, the individuals would depress
wealth accumulation by almost 0.1.

Table 6 provides additional information con-
cerning the wealth decisions of the group of less
educated individuals. The table breaks down
net assets into main components, as we did in
Tables 3 and 4. The results are in line with
the results in Table 5. Note that PAYG social
security wealth depresses mainly real estate
and the estimate indicates that for each peso
lation, IV regressions Group of individuals with less than
ucation

s Financial assets Family business Debts

989 .0027088 .0002247 .0048121
0) (0.95) (1.33) (0.72)
795 �.0449267 �.0004873 �.073117
6) (�1.19) (�0.75) (�0.91)

366 �.0624392 �.0087102 �.2397646
3) (�0.22) (�0.98) (�0.41)
776 .3444465 .0291966 �2.444699
9) (0.11) (0.58) (�0.37)
882 �1.582753 �.0026962 7.634478
5) (�0.94) (�0.08) (1.39)
948 41.07179** �.4033706 5.397612
4) (19.78) (�1.46) (1.18)
79* .1386365* .0021665 .1842506

1) (1.61) (0.97) (1.36)
055 .4422422 .0847397 �.20819
1) (1.03) (1.53) (�0.37)
S YES YES YES
S YES YES YES
S YES YES YES
S YES YES YES
S YES YES YES
989 .0027088 .0002247 .0048121
0) (0.95) (1.33) (0.72)
6806 �0.0422179 �0.0002626 �0.0683049
9 0.24 0.62 0.36

305 305 305
2 0.95 0.45 0.22
0 0.00 0.000 0.000

r function equal to one when the enclosed text is true. T-
t 5% and 10%, respectively. The coefficient on ‘‘Impact of
ðbIA

0 � bPG
0 Þ. The ‘‘Prob F-Stat’’ corresponds to the null
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of PAYG social security wealth, individuals in
this group depress the value of the ownership
of real estate by almost 0.11 pesos. Further-
more, the impact of IA is insignificant.
6. DISCUSSION

We can summarize our results as follows.
Firstly, there is consistent evidence indicating
no impact of IA social security wealth on other
types of wealth holdings. This result holds true
for different definitions of wealth and for differ-
ent socioeconomic groups of individuals. A
similar conclusion holds for the PAYG social
security wealth with the exception of the group
of poorer individuals, which, in our case, is
approximated by individuals with no more than
primary education. This first result, for exam-
ple, no impact of social security wealth on other
types of wealth holdings, might indicate that
social security wealth is a poor substitute for
other types of wealth.

A second result is that the impact of PAYG
social security wealth is economically and sta-
tistically significant if we focus on the group
of poorer individuals, as it depresses by almost
0.1 pesos other types of wealth holdings per
each peso in the PAYG system. To be more
precise, the result occurs in that group because
PAYG social security depresses their accumula-
tion of real estate wealth. Note that in fact, it is
not surprising that social security wealth
depresses wealth accumulation by impacting
real estate since a larger fraction of people
reports real estate wealth holdings (see
Table 7), compared to other categories of
wealth holdings. Thus, if any effect would exist,
Table 7. Fraction of individua

Real
estate

Cars Savings to
purchase

real estate

Voluntary
pension
funds

savings

Mutual
funds

Savi
acco

Assets

10.3 22.2 0.70 2.70 0.78 12

Bank
credit
cards

Banking
credit
line

Store
credit
cards

Bank
loans

Other
loans

Educa
de

Debts

5.25 3.93 44.4 8.47 6.2 3.6

Source: Own calculations.
we might expect that the impact occurs in real
estate holdings.

Note that the effect arises in the case of the
PAYG system while we found no effect in that
group in the case of the IA system. This result
might be explained, on the one hand, because
the PAYG seems to be more generous to
poorer individuals compared to the rest of the
population. In fact, note that the ratio of aver-
age pensions of individuals with less than pri-
mary education vis-à-vis the average job
income of individuals with less than primary
education in 2004 was approximately 14 1.93.
The ratio is similar for individuals with second-
ary education (1.02) and for individuals with
tertiary education (1.04). Thus, the PAYG sys-
tem provided significant redistribution to
poorer (less educated) individuals. On the other
hand, poorer individuals seem to be more cred-
it-constrained than other individuals. In fact,
individuals with less than primary education
hold, on average, a fraction of debt to job
income approximately equal to 15% while the
same ratios for individuals with secondary
and tertiary education are around 22% and
25%, respectively. Borrowing constraints are
generally associated with precautionary sav-
ings. However, future generous benefits in the
PAYG system in the case of poorer individuals
might require less precautionary savings and
decrease wealth accumulation.

Our results have some important policy
implications. Firstly, greater social security
benefits depress wealth accumulation only in
the case of less educated individuals, but not
in the rest of the population. This is an impor-
tant implication in developing economies where
precautionary savings allow people to insure
ls holding assets and debts

ngs
unt

Bank
deposits

Stocks Others Physical
capital

Own a
business

.8 1.13 0.81 1.09 2.01 5.46

tional
bt

Debts with
family

members

1 1.17
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themselves against negative income shocks
occurring before retirement. If we would have
found that social security wealth depresses asset
accumulation, we may have encountered a situ-
ation in which individuals become unprotected
against negative job income shocks before
retirement if social security benefits are
increased. Our results generally discard this
situation with the exception of less educated
(poorer) individuals, who may react by means
of a significant decrease in their wealth holdings
as a PAYG social security system is imple-
mented.

Note that the negative impact of the PAYG
system on wealth holdings of less educated indi-
viduals seems to be related to the generous ben-
efits they receive, which implies that the design
of the PAYG system might be the key to our re-
sult. This result has two contradictory sides: on
the one hand, poorer individuals receive high
benefits upon retirement but on the other hand,
these high benefits leave individuals unsecured
before retirement against income shocks as it
depresses wealth holdings.

Secondly, our results indicate that switching
from a PAYG system to an IA system would
have only minor impacts on wealth accumula-
tion because in general, neither of these systems
impact wealth holdings considerably. This is, of
course, a relevant conclusion for developing
economies that are considering switching from
a PAYG system to an IA system in the future.
NOTES
1. As will be discussed later, in this paper we use the
EPS 2004 (‘‘Encuesta de Protección Social’’), which
contains detailed information concerning wealth hold-
ings. The CASEN survey (Encuesta de Caracterización
Socioeconómica’’) could be another source of informa-
tion. However, that survey contains only information on
durable goods and real estate.

2. Similar results were obtained in Diamond and
Hausman (1984).

3. Butelmann and Gallego (2001) studied savings rates
in Chile using a microeconomic dataset similar to the
one used in this paper. However, they do not focus on
the impact of social security wealth on wealth accumu-
lation like in this paper.

4. If an individual retires and his individual account is
too small, the system guarantees a minimum benefit
funded from general revenues, calculated as the higher
of 75% of the poverty line or 25% of a worker’s average
pay over the 10 years prior to retirement. In such cases,
individuals forfeit their funds and receive the minimum
benefit.

5. In the period 1981–2003, each AFP managed a
unique portfolio of its investments. Since 2003, each
AFP is allowed to manage five different portfolios,
which differ in terms of composition, some of the
portfolios being riskier than others. In our graph and
since 2003, we report the rate of return of the portfolio
most similar to the portfolio used before 2003.

6. See Arellano (1985).
7. The survey can be found at www.proteccionsocial.
cl.

8. Debts are measured net of payments.

9. As social security taxes are paid as a fraction of job
income, the information on social security affiliation is
directly linked to employment.

10. Life expectancy was around 80 years in 1998.

11. See http://www.ine.cl/canales/chile_estadistico/
demografia_y_vitales/estadisticas_vitales/pdf/tablas-
mortalidadporsexo2001_02.pdf.

12. In the case of women, PAYG social security
benefits are received from the age of 60. Hence, we
must construct survival probabilities starting at age 60.
To do so, we assume that the odds of reaching
65 years of age (the variable we have available in the
survey) are similar to the odds of reaching 60 years of
age.

13. Berstein, Larraı́n, and Pino (2005) reported average
job income of $340,000 pesos per month in December
2004. The data differ from our calculation because our
calculations include individuals with zero earnings
(outside of the work force) while Berstein et al. (2005)
used data of individuals in the formal job market.
Therefore, our calculations use unconditional average
job income.

14. Source: own calculations.

http://www.proteccionsocial.cl
http://www.proteccionsocial.cl
http://www.ine.cl/canales/chile_estadistico/demografia_y_vitales/estadisticas_vitales/pdf/tablasmortalidadporsexo2001_02.pdf
http://www.ine.cl/canales/chile_estadistico/demografia_y_vitales/estadisticas_vitales/pdf/tablasmortalidadporsexo2001_02.pdf
http://www.ine.cl/canales/chile_estadistico/demografia_y_vitales/estadisticas_vitales/pdf/tablasmortalidadporsexo2001_02.pdf
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